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		**The fitness and diet plan followed by NICOLE SCHERZINGER and AMANDA HOLDEN**

	
		"I love Svava's technique. In all my years of training, the Viking Method is unlike anything I have ever done" - Nicole Scherzinger

	
		"The Viking Method is an incredible fitness plan - for me the most important thing was not just getting stronger physically but mentally." - Amanda Holden

		

		The Viking Method uses Svava's strong mental practices inspired by her Icelandic upbringing to help the reader build the lean, powerful and toned physique they desire. It'll render the reader more resilient, bolder and full of belief in themselves.

	
		Unlike other fitness and diet books, The Viking Method isn't about the external superficiality of a beach body. It's about three core pillars: thinking like a Viking, training like a Viking and eating like a Viking. Svava introduces these pillars early on in the book - along with mantras for each pillar which are connected to empowerment, mental strength and internal validation over counting calories.

	
		The book features information on eating and exercising for your hormones, detailed workout routines based around body-weight exercises illustrated with photographs, and a selection of delicious Scandi-inspired recipes such as Thor-red Salmon and Icelandic Lamb Stew.
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Beginning MapServer: Open Source GIS Development (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2005
Maps have played a prominent role in human activity for thousands of years. One of the earliest known maps was uncovered during the course of an archaeological excavation in Turkey in 1961. The Çatalhöyük site is a neolithic settlement dating from approximately 6500 BC. The map consists of a partially preserved, painted plaster...
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Professional WinFX Beta: Covers "Avalon" Windows Presentation Foundation and "Indigo" Windows Communication FoundationWrox Press, 2005
Professional WinFX Beta:  Covers "Avalon" Windows Presentation Foundation and "Indigo" Windows Communication Foundation
Windows development is about to dramatically change! WinFX is an object-oriented API that will allow you to create applications that take advantage of the exciting features in Windows® Vista (previously...
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QoS-Based Resource Allocation and Transceiver Optimization (Foundations and Trends(R) in Communications and Information Theory)Now Publishers, 2006
QoS-Based Resource Allocation and Transceiver Optimization derives a comprehensive theoretical framework for SIR balancing, with and without noise. The theory considers the possible use of receive strategies (e.g. interference filtering or channel assignment), which can be included in the model in an abstract  way. Power allocation and receiver...
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Current Security Management & Ethical Issues of Information TechnologyIRM Press, 2003
This scholarly examination of the ethical issues in information technology management covers basic details such as improving user education and developing security requirements as well as more complicated and far-reaching problems.

Corporate and individual behaviors are increasingly publicized as reports of scandals around the world are...
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Network Technology for Digital Audio (Music Technology)Focal Press, 2001
Looking at new developments and trends, it explains the shortcomings and strong points and looks at the work being done to deliver the requirements of the digital audio environment.  Proprietary and open systems developed within the audio industry are examined, with each case being supported with appropriate history and clear technical explanation....
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Comfy Canned Food Recipes: Tasty, Timesaving, And Splendid Everyday MealsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Pause! Do you know that you can use canned foods in tastier ways than just a food toss?

	

	Canned foods have a beautiful reputation of making cooking easy and you should not sideline them as an inferior addition to foods. With the best and healthy canned foods, one can make delicious and pleasant foods to love.
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